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SECTION 1. ISSUES 
The station has identified the following issues as significant issues facing our community in this quarter: 
 
1.- Family Issues / good habits 
2.- News that impact our community 
3.- Opinion  
4.- Local issues 

 
 

SECTION 2. RESPONSIVE PROGRAMS 
 
The station has broadcast programming dealing with each of the above-referenced issues. Programming 
dealing with each issue is set out below. 
 

 
 

1.- Family Issues / Good habits 

For the pleasure of living segment. (Spanish “Por el placer de vivir”). 
Duration 30 minutes, Segment. Schedule First Monday of each month 10:00 pm. 
 

 
10/05/2016 Synopsis. Married Too Soon—Can We Succeed? Dr. Jane K. Burgess observes: “Young people 
are extremely idealistic about marriage. They don’t look at it in terms of the everyday kind of work and effort 
that a successful marriage will take.” The realities of marriage can thus hit a couple with all the warmth and 
charm of a slap in the face. 
 
11/02/2016 Synopsis  Married Too Soon—Can We Succeed? Money Problems. 
Some say that the number-one problem for young couples is money. Couples are often shocked to learn just 
how much it costs to live. 
 
12/02/2016 Synopsis Married Too Soon—Can We Succeed? Good communication is also the key to solving 
another common problem: sexual dissatisfaction. Sometimes a young couple are simply too exhausted from 
their new routine to enjoy marital intimacies. The book Building a Successful Marriage says: “Husbands and 
wives come to marriage with a vast amount of misinformation concerning the role and functioning of sex. 
 

2. - News that Impact our Community (Morning show section). 

 
Every day Monday through Friday we transmit capsules and live mentions live in our morning show 7:00 to 
10:00 am with comments of the most relevant news, international and local.  
 

3.- Opinion / Make your life better (Spanish “Mejora tu vida”) 

Tips and opinions Pre-recorded capsules with different current topics. Two or three capsules per month, 
which are transmitted during the week. 
 

 
10/16/2016 Duration. 15 minutes. Sexual Harassment—How Can I Protect Myself? Sharing what you believe 
with schoolmates and workmates is one way to do this. When you are known as one who has deep conviction 
and high moral standards, you are less likely to be a target of harassment. 
 
11/13/2016 Duration. 15 minutes. Sexual Harassment—How Can I Protect Myself? provocative styles may 
make you popular with your peers, but they could send out the wrong message. You could find yourself 
attracting the wrong kind of attention from the opposite sex. A similar problem could arise if a girl wears her 
makeup in such a way as to make herself look older than she really is. 
 
12/13/2016 Duration. 15 minutes. Sexual Harassment—How Can I Protect Myself? 
Choose your associates carefully.  After all, people will judge you by your associates. And if your friends are 
known to spend a lot of time talking about the opposite sex, people could get the wrong impression of you. 
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4.- Local issues Broadcast on October 21 , November 18 and December 23 ,  at 8:00 AM; Duration 30 
minutes. Public affairs live program featuring with feedback and comments.   
 

 
 

4.- Public Service Announcements: Broadcast 45 times during the period October to December at Various 
times of day; Duration 1 minute each.  
 

 
 
 
 


